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Growing Brand New Subconscious Timelines!!! 
 

Rewiring Your Miraculous Brain to Liberate Consciousness 
and Transform Life Experience from the Inside-Out 

 
 
Our entire unconscious mind is comprised of subconscious timelines, each one 
containing a piece of data from attachment systems, memory systems, and 
meaning-making associations. These particulars create ALL of personal life experience, 
including uniquely individualized sense of identity and specific interpretations of 
unfolding moments. Activations of subconscious timelines are what produce automated 
thought forms, including explicit narrative and implicit sensations. 

 
© Original Concepts Created  

By Kristin Windsor.© 
 

 
 
Every day, our brain is being rewired through experience. By manually “editing” how 
today’s experiences become processed into subconscious timelines, we can choose the 
route in which our brain undergoes reconstruction.  
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To create new subconscious timelines, strive to choose new meaning-making 
associations through mantras, direct how the day’s events are processed into memories 
by focusing on the good, and create space to fulfill internal attachment needs by being 
there for your inner experiencer. 
 
According to the Pyramid of Personhood© , an original diagram I’ve created exploring 
the human experience from the inside-out, there are four attachment systems, each with 
a particular need:  

1. a felt-sense of being seen, loved, authentically appreciated, treasured, and 
celebrated; 

2. a felt-sense of being safe, secure, protected, and provided for; 
3. a felt-sense of closeness, connection, non-judgmental vulnerability, 

compassionate support, and collaborative community; and 
4. a felt-sense of recognition, acceptance, permission/allowedness, respect, 

opportunistic space, and directional guidance. 
 
Begin and end each day by mindfully checking in with your miraculous self. Respond to 
the following prompts internally through meditation and externally through journaling.  
 
Allow “I” to be your observational self, or your conscious awareness, who observes and 
responds to life experience and personal particulars yet never directly experiences 
them. All aspects of personal identity and experience of unfolding moments are 
first-handedly engaged with by parts of your consciousness. From the grounded space 
of “I”, your mission, should you choose to accept it!, is to be there for your inner 
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experiencer, who is directly interacting with personal life experience within internal and 
external realities alike.  
 
This practice provides you with the tools to harness your personal POWER by lovingly 
beFRIENDing the miraculous consciousness that carries you so you can plant energetic 
seeds of NEW subconscious timelines to rewire your brain towards healing growth! 
 
Harness this daily for amplified personal POWER! Your emBODYment of HAPPINESS 
awaits!! (Pursuing it is old news! We are worthy of, allowed to, and powerful enough to 
emBODY it!!)  
 

 
*Original Unedited Photography By Kristin Windsor 

 
Rising Ritual: Beginning Each Day with POWER! 

 
Create a Mantra to Grow a Brand New Meaning-Making Association:  

★ What do I want to perceive about life or myself today? What conclusions do I 
wish my brain would naturally come to regarding my sense of reality? 

★ (Examples: Life is only magic. Life is only beautiful. I have power in my presence. 
I am unconditionally worthy. I choose to only see love. Every moment is a love 
song from the cosmos to my heart. The universe loves to find new ways to 
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delight my sacred heart. I find freedom in my breath. Every breath frees me. My 
presence is always enough for me. I am unconditionally content within my 
miraculous being.) 

★ Write at least one mantra in your journal. Repeat this internally or aloud 
throughout your day! 

 
Set an Intention to Find or Create 3-5 Moments of Happily Ever After Today:  

★ How can I direct my internal energy towards discovering moments of 
happiness today?  

★ Create your own intention or choose one of the following examples! Write it in 
your journal and set it in your heart, or on a notecard that you can refer to 
throughout your day.  

○ Today, I embrace my unconditional worthiness by prioritizing moments of 
my own magical happiness. 

○ Today, I open my heart to connect with beautiful moments of happily ever 
after. 

○ Today, I extend love to my inner being by exploring potential moments of 
happiness.  

○ Today, I choose to live happily ever after by intentionally creating beautiful 
moments of self-connection. 

 
Creatively Explore Potentials Regarding Fulfilling Internal Attachment Needs: 
★ How can I create space to see, love, appreciate, treasure, or celebrate myself 

today in a way that my inner experiencer can sensationally feel it?  
★ Where can I ignite feelings of safety, security, protection, or provision for myself 

in a way that my inner experiencer can sensationally feel it today?  
★ How can I create space for closeness, connection, vulnerability, support, or 

collaborative community within myself today in a way that my inner experiencer 
can sensationally feel it?  

★ Where can I ignite a sense of recognition, acceptance, allowance, respect, 
opportunistic space, or directional guidance for myself in a way that my inner 
experiencer can sensationally feel it today? 
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Evening Exploration: Concluding Each Day with POWER! 
 
Create perspectives to grow your power! 
★ Write your mantra from this morning to empower your brand new 

meaning-making association. Speak it aloud a few times, especially while looking 
in a mirror, for amplified power!  

  
Dare to live happily ever after! 
★ Journal about your 3-5 moments of happily ever after. (These can be literally 

anything: Seeing birds fly overhead and breathing deeply. Hearing tree branches 
swaying in the breeze. Seeing rainbow colours in soap bubbles while washing 
my hands. Eating super delicious grapes fresh off the vine. Being able to see 
through my eyes because life is purely magick! Moments of laughter and smiles. 
Moments of peaceful relaxation. Moments of blissful enJOYment. Moments of 
loving connection. Moments of tender appreciation. Moments of confident 
emPOWERment.) 

 
Nurture your LOVE-based BEing by compassionately celebrating moments of healing 
internal attachments! 
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★ How did I create space to see, love, appreciate, treasure, or celebrate myself 
today? How did that make my inner experiencer feel? 

★ Where did I ignite feelings of safety, security, protection, or provision for myself 
today? How did that make my inner experiencer feel?  

★ How did I create space for closeness, connection, vulnerability, support, or 
collaborative community within myself today? How did that make my inner 
experiencer feel?  

★ Where did I ignite a sense of recognition, acceptance, allowance, respect, 
opportunistic space, or directional guidance for myself today? How did that make 
my inner experiencer feel? 

 
Celebrate your magicKal, miraculous BEing! 
★ What’s one thing I can say to my inner experiencer to CELEBRATE this 

miraculous feat of planting energetic seeds to grow brand new subconscious 
timelines within my own neurobiology?  

 
PLAYfully expand! 
★ For additional healing journey engagement with lighthearted play and dedicated 

presence, you can draw a picture or chart demonstrating the brand new 
subconscious timeline you created today! 

★ Or you can draw a trophy, ribbon, or award certificate as a gift from your 
observational self to your inner experiencer! 
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✨✨✨     Kristin’s Consciousness Consultancy     ✨✨✨ 
 

Book a Session with, or Discover More About, Consciousness Consultant 
Kristin Windsor @ 

www.KristinWindsor.com!   
 

“Kristin draws from a very deep 
well of experience and growth, and 
was able to give me more insight 
in one hour than tens of hours in 

therapy. Please allow her to touch 
your life the way she has mine.”  

~Nigel Surridge, PhD 
 

“I say, with zero hesitation, that 
Kristin has literally changed my 
life. Kristin has an unparalleled 

depth of knowledge into topics of 
consciousness, mental health, and 

trauma recovery.”  
~Haley Stern  

 
“Backed by diligent and thorough 
research from the latest related 
science plus her own powerful 

personal experience, it is a 
consultation that cannot be found from a traditionally qualified professional 

who has neglected their own inner work.”  
~Caitlin Sommer 

 
“Kristin is such a visionary! I would recommend her and the work she is doing to 

anybody!”  
~Mercy 
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“I have felt some exciting changes over the days since the call, and created 

some bold new choices about how I want to live the rest of my life; which, as I 
learned from Kristin, can begin any day that I choose.”  

~Alana 
 

“There truly is no other resource out there like Kristin's Consciousness 
Consultancy. It is with great joy that I say that Kristin's Consciousness 

Consultancy has changed my life for the better, and I hope it does for you, too!”  
~Rebecca Bartels 

 
✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨✨ 

 
 

Why Choose Kristin Windsor as Your Healing Journey 
Guide? 

💫 Healers can only meet their clients as deeply as they’ve met themselves, and no one 
has dove deeper into healing than Kristin Windsor!   

Altogether, Kristin has invested 12 years into introspective analysis, 9 years into detailed 
psychology research, 6 years of trial-and-error while creating her own healing 

modalities, 5 years towards consciousness consulting with clients worldwide, and 3 
years of in-depth neuroscience research.  

Kristin Windsor invested in self-hypnosis multiple times each day, every day, for two and 
a half years to rewire her complex division of memory systems. That’s over 1,000 

self-led hypnosis sessions! Each session lasted 1-4 hours. That’s over 2,000 hours of 
self-hypnosis! Completely self-taught, she dove into the deepest, darkest corners and 

crevices of her consciousness and transformed every piece to restoratively heal herself 
from the inside-out. Kristin explored the neural networks of her own brain and forged a 
revolutionary path for radical healing where none previously existed. Along with healing 
dozens of traumatic events from recent years of adulthood, she successfully uncovered 

and reprogrammed suppressed childhood trauma that no one had ever known about.   
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Kristin Windsor invested several thousands of hours in neuroscience research to 
uncover the scientific truths of her mental health battles. She effectively deciphered the 
neurobiological causes of 100% of her struggles, after 100 doctors in a 10+ year period 

were completely stumped and provided zero insight on the topic. Kristin is the first 
person in the world to have discovered the neuroscience of dissociative identity 
disorder (DID). Her findings will be published in a case study backed by Dr. Luka 

Musich. In addition, she descriptively identified over 40 individual types of dissociative 
experiences and created new language to describe various dissociative states with 

neuroscientific backing.  

 Kristin Windsor created her own daily rituals, coping tricks, and recovery resources that 
effectively aided in completely rewiring her neurobiology, including states of nervous 

system regulation, brain wave regulation, and neural network activations. For over two 
full years, she invested 24/7 in her healing journey, including 5-10 hours each day in 

meditative rituals for healing transformation.  

Kristin Windsor explored human consciousness from the inside-out and possesses 
unparalleled depths of knowledge on the topic. She first-handedly witnessed the 

distinction between consciousness and neurobiology during her multiplicity case study 
while experiencing a profound, lucid loss of consciousness. 

Without any professional guidance, insight, or empowerment, Kristin Windsor took her 
road to recovery in her own hands and conquered the greatest depths of impossibility. 

To save her own life during literally the most horrific experiences imaginable, she 
became her own therapist, coach, leader, best friend, teacher, healer, and hero. 

 Despite over a decade of disappointment from such a large number of medical 
professionals, she completely transformed 22 years of intensive, disabling 

traumatic-stress and dozens of associated health battles in just TWO YEARS, 
completely through her own healing modalities.  

Specifically, she deeply healed and completely conquered chronic battles with: crippling 
anxiety, panic attacks, severe traumatic-stress, flashbacks, suicidal ideations and 

attempts, multiple phobias, bipolar disorder, nervous system dysregulation, cranial 
nerve dysfunction, complex division of memory systems, fragmentation of self (identity 

& memories), amnesia (unable to remember life or formulate new memories), oxygen 
deprivation (requiring over 700 hours of at-home, self-administered oxygen sessions), 

substance dependency, self-harm, insomnia, night terrors, obsessive checking 
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behaviours (OCD), proximity-seeking behaviours, over 40 types of severe dissociation 
(that she personally identified), selective mutism, 2 types of aphasia, body dysphoria, 
disrupted attachment development, malnutrition, and eating-disordered tendencies.  

For the first time in her entire life, Kristin experiences life without dysregulation, 
traumatic response, dissociation, or mental health battles. When every resource in the 

world failed her, she found a way to reclaim her power, and now she helps others do the 
same.  

Through her complex research and radical personal journey of profound transformation, 
Kristin gained indescribably expansive knowledge regarding the neuroscience of life 

experience and specifics of human consciousness. She understands the human 
experience from the inside-out, including how inner being realms develop, operate, hurt, 

and heal.  

Kristin Windsor thrives in emPOWERing the healing journey of others through her 
Consciousness Consultancy so that wondrous warriors can know their infinite power, 

cultivate a loving home within their beings, understand the complexities of their 
wondrous selves, and transform life experience from the inside-out through their 

miraculous consciousness. Kristin believes that every beauty-filled soul deserves to 
THRIVE in a consciousness that feels genuinely good to inhabit and experience life 

through, and she has the tools to help individuals reach towards that space of BEing. 

 

 

Book a Session with Consciousness Consultant  
Kristin Windsor @ www.kristinwindsor.com!   
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All Concepts, Processes, Protocols, Diagrams, Terminology, and 
Photography are Original Creations of Kristin Windsor. 

 
 
 

Copyright 2020.  
All Rights Reserved.  
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